
Netmore Group and Swegon partner to
secure solid digital climate solutions for
connected properties
Stockholm, 20240118 — Netmore Group, Pan-European LoRaWAN
Operator, has partnered with Swegon, a leading specialist in indoor
climate solutions. Netmore’s LoRaWAN city network technology will
provide a solid technical network to Swegon, enhancing the
digitalisation of real estates throughout Europe.

Enhanced indoor climate solutions enabled by Netmore LoRaWAN

Swegon will utilize Netmore's LoRaWAN city network technology to monitor and control
indoor environments. The initiative involves deploying various sensors for temperature,
humidity, CO2, and particle measurement, integrating with Swegon's software systems.
These solutions are aimed at enhancing conditions in diverse settings, including
offices, factories, and commercial spaces.

Improving health and productivity in indoor spaces

A key aspect of the partnership is the focus on leveraging LoRaWAN technology to
secure the communication from the sensors when measuring the indoor environments,
marking just the beginning of its potential applications. Hence, Netmore’s LoRaWAN
solution is a key enabler for scaling Swegon’s suite of building applications that
enhance the occupants’ well-being, reduce energy consumption and provide real time
data for environments that require continuous monitoring. The use of LoRaWAN in this
context demonstrates its versatility and efficacy related to indoor climate applications,
setting the stage for further innovations in this area.  

Strategic collaboration for European expansion and future innovation

This partnership not only facilitates Swegon's expansion of their indoor climate
solutions across Europe but also highlights Netmore's Pan-European expansion,
significantly widening the market reach for its clients within the ecosystem. A key
feature of Netmore's LoRaWAN offering is this ability to extend market access on a
Pan-European scale, distinguishing it from many other operators. This strategic
collaboration underscores the commitment of both companies to innovation in
managing and optimizing indoor environments, while also providing a robust platform
for future technological advancements.

Eric Collinder, Country Manager Nordics at Netmore Group AB, stated, "Our
partnership with Swegon represents a significant advancement in connected real
estate in the Nordics. Our technology’s role in powering Swegon’s digital indoor climate
solutions is in line with our dedication to value-driven real estate digitization."

Magnus Andersson, Business Unit Manager - Digital Services at Swegon Operations
AB, said, "Our partnership with Netmore is fundamental to providing a solid technical
network for connected properties. It enables us to deliver comprehensive indoor
climate monitoring solutions, helping property owners in the Nordics to enhance



sustainability and optimize indoor spaces."
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About Swegon

Swegon Group AB, owned by Investment AB Latour, listed on the Stockholm Stock
Exchange, is a market leading supplier in the field of indoor environment, offering
solutions for ventilation, heating, cooling and climate optimisation, as well as connected
services and expert technical support. Swegon has subsidiaries in and distributors all
over the world and 21 production plants in Europe, North America and India. The
company employs more than 3 000 people and in 2022 had a turnover of 7 billion SEK.

About Netmore Group

Netmore Group is an IoT network operator, building the leading Pan-European
network. We offer a reliable solution and leading connectivity expertise for efficient
measuring, monitoring and optimisation of resource use. With 10 years in the industry
we have a solid track record, operating borderless on the European market. Netmore
group’s main owner is the Nordic infrastructure investor Polar Structure.

Netmore Group was founded in 2010 in Sweden and since 2017 has been listed on the
Nasdaq First North Growth Market. Redeye AB is the company’s certified adviser.
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